Healthy People. Resilient Families. Vibrant Communities

Welcome to Neurodiversity Celebration Week, March 21-March 25, 2022!
To help you observe this important week and share some valuable information with your Grade 4-8
students, we’ve prepared the following presentation. Please feel free to use it during Neurodiversity Week,
or at any other time that works for you.
What Will I Need?
 The presentation (which will explain Neurodiversity, pose questions and ask you to pause from
time to time for discussion, and present the activity): Click Here for Video
 A copy of the Neurodiversity Activity (attached) – see the activity for instructions on materials and
guided questions
 A Copy of the attached ‘My Biggest Strength’ poster (attached) for each student in your class
 Colouring Tools
How Long Will It Take?
The presentation itself is about 20 minutes long, however with pausing for the Neurodiversity Activity,
discussion, and the ‘My Biggest Strength’ poster Activity, you will need approximately an hour to complete.
What Will We Learn?
Your students will learn what Neurodiversity is, some labels for differences (i.e., ADHD, Autism), how it
might be difficult for students with differences at school, and how they can help others with neurodivergent
brains.
How Do We Enter the Draw?
 Complete your ‘My Biggest Strength’ poster activity (each student will draw their biggest strength
and write a brief description)
 Have your students write their name and school on the front of their paper in the provided section
 Collect their posters and submit them to FIREFLY during the week of March 28th – April 1st. This
can be done by photocopy-scanning and emailing to communication@fireflynw.ca or by putting
them in an envelope and dropping them at your nearest FIREFLY Office.
 Winners will be drawn during the week following April 1, 2022, and will win some COOL PRIZES
and great SWAG!
**Note: all resources are available on our website www.fireflynw.ca/resources-links in the ‘Neurodiversity
Celebration Week’ section.
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